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• Thank you JCPZ for raising the money and 
putting a proposal on the table.

• I will talk aboutI will talk about
– Kloofendal Nature Reserve (KDNR)
– Friends of Kloofendal (FroK)
– Current needs and opportunities in the KDNR?
– FroK’s perspective on the JCPZ proposal

• Lastly, pose the major question



Kloofendal Nature Reserve
Described in the “Analysis and Conceptual Masterplan”

Managed by Johannesburg City Parks and Zoo, a NPC 
wholly-owned by the City of Johannesburg.  
Standards are vague and assessments opaque

Fully fenced and mostly surrounded by established 
suburbia

One of the biggest Nature Reserves in JoburgOne of the biggest Nature Reserves in Joburg

Several waves of EPWP, Jozi@work & “Smart Ventures” 
people have come and gone over the last few years

Currently directly managed by three young Diploma 
graduates using low-skilled workers

People come to KDNR to appreciate and learn about 
nature, to hike and to picnic / braai.  Thank you JCPZ and 
thank you members of the public who add value.



Friends of Kloofendal (FroK)

Founded in 2003
Vision of the Friends of Kloofendal (FroK)

The Friends of Kloofendal envisages the Kloofendal Nature Reserve preserving 
natural fauna and flora, managed according to sound ecological principles, where 
many people enjoy the natural environment in safety and peace. The facilities in many people enjoy the natural environment in safety and peace. The facilities in 

the amphitheatre area support the nature experience with displays and 
educational materials, and provide a base for guided nature walks and 

environmental educational presentations as a service for all. The Confidence Reef, 
site of the first goldmine on the Witwatersrand and the first stampmill in 

Kloofendal, are part of the Environmental Education programme in the reserve & 
amphitheatre area.



Current needs (FroK’s view)
1. Security              Upgrade fencing
2. Parking             Upgrade
3. Sewerage       Rehabilitation & maintenance
4. Toilets            Upgrade
5. Paths   Upgrade
6. Heritage assets  Protect
7. Lawns Expert advice needed 
8. Repair dam overflow
9. More Invasive Alien Plant control
10. Persist with bush encroachment control
11. Children’s jungle gym
12. More visible information at entrance gates
13. Improved wheelchair access



Security  Upgrade fencing

Temporary repairs
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Temporary repairs
Broken fence

Poor quality, sections should be replaced

The security guards 
need an all-weather 

shelter  in the 
parking area.



Parking  Upgrade
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Sewage Assessment, rehabilitation 
& maintenance

Lifting a man-hole cover
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The visible problem The hidden problem This one looks OK



Toilets  Upgrade needed
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Repair or replace disabled taps Install Single-flush cisterns?

Thank you JCPZ for clean toilets and for supplying toilet paper.



Paths  Upgrade
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Loose stones

Erosion & gully formation

More logs and better 
drainage needed

Two rescue cases in the last year
Paths are dangerously loose and inadequately drained. 



Protection of heritage assets
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Roof needed



Lawns
FroK has asked JCPZ for expert advice for years because the lawn 

keeps deteriorating due in large part to overcutting by brush cutters
Weeds have widely taken over from grass
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Example of overcuttingThank you Phillip Mkhombo
for allowing veld grasses to 
flourish near the entrance

No-use area being cut 
below parking area

High use area Medium use area

Why has JCPZ lawn 
management been so bad?

Will it improve and how?

Perhaps simply cut higher 
and less often?



Dam spillway repair 8/13

A stitch in time saves nine.  
This damage was caused by storm-water overflow from the dam.
Some more storms could destroy the spillway and then the dam. 



More Invasive Alien Plant (IAP) Control
Great work was done by JCPZ years ago on Pines and Eucalypts 
below Swift Street.

City parks has done some good work on their own on a few 
species of IAPs.  

FroK has taken the initiative through own efforts                   and 
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FroK has taken the initiative through own efforts                   and 
and using EPWP people allocated by JCPZ

Giving pompom weeds 
the boot this morning



Persist with bush encroachment control
Block burning and physical bush encroachment control was initiated in 2018.

Block burning has resulted  in improved veld conditions – please keep it up!

More follow-up of physical bush encroachment control is needed.
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Children’s playground
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Suggestions



More visible information at entrance gates
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These notices have 
helped the security 
guards, but they need to 
be replaced and 
upgraded.upgraded.

A decent upgrade would 
include a better notice 
board than the one 
inherited by FroK from 
WESSA.



Improved wheelchair access

The current situation to be assessed by a 
competent person
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FroK’s perspective on the JCPZ proposal

• Reception area
• Office
• Canteen
• Toilets• Toilets
• Education and information centre
• 4 bedsitters to house JCPZ staff
• Parking (much enlarged)
• What are JCPZ’s stated motivations?



Reception area

None of the other Nature Reserves in 
Johannesburg has a fully operating reception 
office that is used by the public.  

Would it work here?



Office

There is already an office behind the stage.  

This office is frequently locked while the 
managers go about their business in the Reserve managers go about their business in the Reserve 
and other areas. 



Canteen

This looks as if this could be turned into a 
restaurant that could lead to all sorts of 
problems, such as liquor licence, electronic 
music and being open at night  music and being open at night  

Would it enhance the value or usage of the 
reserve?



Education and information centre

Kloofendal already has an Environmental 
Education Centre.  This is operated by the Friends 
of Kloofendal through a written agreement three 
years ago when it became apparent that JCPZ did years ago when it became apparent that JCPZ did 
not have the means to staff it.  

Why have another such Centre?
How would it operate?



4 bedsitters to house JCPZ staff

Provision of permanent structures for on-site 
accommodation of workers in an urban area is 
very unusual.  

The established house in the Reserve is currently 
used by the Reserve Manager.  It is sufficient to 
house both a manager and a deputy manager.  
There is also a small cottage in use on site.



Parking

Has there been a study to recommend 
the need for doubling the existing 
parking area?

Do we need a huge parking area?  Do we need a huge parking area?  

The lower (proposed) section could still 
be used without paving for the very 
occasional “special event”.



JCPZ’s stated motivations

• Some questions ---
– Needs analysis?
– Market Research?
– State of current assets?– State of current assets?

The big area marked as “Environmental 
Assets” is actually the worst example of 
bush encroachment and Invasive Alien 

Plants (>10 species).

Bush encroachment control has started but 
needs a lot more work.



Final slide

Our choices today:

the JCPZ proposed buildings, with possible adjustments
or 

some parts of the 13 points listed and summarised above?some parts of the 13 points listed and summarised above?


